CHAPTER EIGHT

therefore giving credit to those champions that won

MATERNAL FAMILIES

multiple Classic Races compared to those that won
a single race.

It was explained in chapter one, that maternal

Before we commence an analysis of the history

families were initially numbered according to the

and performance of each of these leading ten

Classic Winners in each family. Table 8.1 shows

families, it is necessary to understand the

the Classic Winners for each family to the June

indicators used to measure success. These are

2014, after numerous additional Classic Races

similar to those used to analyse siring success.

were added to the data base and seven more
years of results were recorded. The leading ten
families are in almost the same order and continue
to outperform all other American families.

The maternal sources of Standard Performers and
then 2:20 speed performers were a diversified
group of matrons from families that have since

TABLE 8.1 LEADING FAMILIES- CLASSIC WINNERS

Family

Speed

become extinct. This varied little as the first

Classic Winners

hundred and fifty 2:10 performers arrived late in the
nineteenth century. They also represented a wide

U1

Medio

1651

U2

Minnehaha

1593

U3

Mambrino Beauty

1005

U4

Jessie Pepper

U5

Sally Sovereign

U6

Mamie

809

U7

Miss Duvall

612

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

708

family was extinct by the first decade of the

U9

Midnight

629

twentieth century with its last siring son Dixie Alto

U10

Jane Hunt

613

being exported to Australia in 1901. Of the current

986
1126

family of Portia with just three credits, world
champion pacing gelding Flying Jib (2:04), world
champion stallion Arion (T2:07¾) and four time
leading sire of America Allerton (T2:09¼). This

leading ten maternal families, only those of Jane

TABLE 8.2 LEADING FAMILIES-CLASSIC WINS

Family

range of maternal families with the best being the

Classic Wins

U1

Medio

4344

U2

Minnehaha

3752

U3

Mambrino Beauty

2609

U4

Jessie Pepper

2672

U5

Sally Sovereign

2708

U6

Mamie

2144

U7

Miss Duvall

1679

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

1718

U9

Midnight

1726

U10

Jane Hunt

1571

Hunt and Sally Sovereign were represented with
one credit each.

ALLERTON

Table 8.2 shows the number of Classic Races and
awards won by the progeny of each family,

–FIRST 2:10 STALLION

When the 2:05 list reached one hundred, at the
beginning of the twentieth century, no maternal

TABLE 8.4 TWO MINUTE PERFORMERS TO 1976

TROTTERS AND PACERS
U2

Minnehaha

129

U1

Medio

128

U4

Jessie Pepper

126

U10

Jane Hunt

98

Lou Dillon became the first two minute trotter in

U6

Mamie

84

1903, but it was not until 1958 that the first hundred

U9

Midnight

79

trotters achieved this milestone. The family of

U3

Mambrino Beauty

77

Mamie led the way with eleven trotters while Miss

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

68

U7

Sally Sovereign

65

family had more than two credits and Miss
Copeland had joined Jane Hunt as the second of
only two of the leading ten families represented.

Duvall was the only one of the top ten families not
yet represented.
The pacing gait needed until 1948 to produce their

While Billy Direct had opened the 1:55 pacing list in

first hundred two minute performers with the list

1938 it was another forty three years before one

being led by the Minnehaha family with five.

hundred had joined the list. The top ten families still

The leading families had now come to the fore with
the first ten families accounting for one third of the
two hundred trotting and pacing two minute

accounted for just over one third of all pacers on
the list and four families vied for supremacy.
TABLE 8.5 1:55 PACERS (FIRST 100)

performers. Table 8.3 shows the combined totals of

U2#

Minnehaha#

8

the leading seven families.

U1#

Medio#

7

U10#

Jane Hunt#

6

U7 #

Miss Duvall#

5

TABLE 8.3 TWO MINUTE PERFORMERS –FIRST 100

TROTTERS AND PACERS First 100 of each gait
U10

Jane Hunt

12

U6

Mamie

11

Although Greyhound became the first 1:55 trotter in

U4

Jessie Pepper

10

1938, it was not until 1997 that one hundred

U2

Minnehaha

10

trotters achieved the 1:55 mark and the ten leading

U5

Sally Sovereign

6

families accounted for just over half of them. Table

U1

Medio

5

U3

Mambrino Beauty

5

8.6 shows that two of the four pacing families were
also represented but were outperformed by the
almost exclusively trotting family of Sally

By 1976 the two minute list had grown rapidly, as
had the influence of the leading ten maternal
families. Table 8.4 shows that the leading three
were evenly matched.

Medio led the trotting

families with thirty credits and Jessie Pepper the

Sovereign.
TABLE 8.6 1:55 TROTTERS- FIRST 100

U5#

Sally Sovereign#

13

U1#

Medio#

11

U2#

Minnehaha#

11

pacing families with one hundred and eleven. Miss
Duvall, the only family of the top ten not
represented had forty nine credits.
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As already discussed, the speed benchmark

While there were four hundred and forty one 1:53

became 1:50 for pacers and 1:53 for trotters. The

trotters up to the end of June 2014, the 1:50 pacing

leading families in each gait are shown in the

list has been closed at one thousand performers.

following tables.

Forty four are from non American families. In this
instance the leading fifteen families account for half

TABLE 8.7 1:53 TROTTERS (JUNE 2014)

Total (441)

of the performers on the list. The Miss Duvall

Medio

55

family, which failed to make the list in 1976, has

U5

Sally Sovereign

54

now taken top position.

U2

Minnehaha

29

U3

Mambrino Beauty

24

U6

Mamie

23

When Titan Hanover became the first two year old

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

22

of either gait to beat the two minute barrier it was

U16

Nelly by Mambrino Sterley

17

believed that his mark may never be beaten. In

U9

Midnight

16

1988 the filly L Dees Trish paced in 1:52 and since

#

#

U1

Early speed

then three hundred and twenty three two year old

TABLE 8.8 1:50 PACERS

( First 1000)

pacers have joined her, with the fastest being the

Miss Duvall#

94

colt Sweet Lou from the Sally Sovereign tribe. He

U2#

Minnehaha#

77

paced in 1:49.0 in 2011. Another twelve have been

U1#

Medio#

75

in 1:50.

U4#

Jessie Pepper#

52

U13#

Dolly B#

42

U3#

Mambrino Beauty #

35

U20#

Fanny Skinner#

28

U12#

Miss Copeland#

22

U8 #

Lizzie Witherspoon#

22

U11#

Esther#

22

U9#

Midnight#

21

#

#

U7#

Table 8.10 presents the credits for each of the
leading maternal families. All but one are from
American families with the family of Miss Duvall
just shading that of Medio. The leading ten families
account for more than half of the performers.
TABLE 8.10 LEADING FAMILIES: 1:52-2YO PACERS

#

#

U7#

Miss Duvall#

35

U1#

Medio#

34

U2#

Minnehaha#

19

U4#

Jessie Pepper#

19

U20#

Fanny Skinner#

15

Total (67)

U3#

Mambrino Beauty #

12

U6 #

Mamie#

10

In the last few years 1:48 has become the new
benchmark as shown in Table 8.9 below.
TABLE 8.9 1:48 PACERS (2014)

#

#

U7#

Miss Duvall #

8

U2

Minnehaha

8

U1

Medio

6

U4#

Jessie Pepper#

3

Total (324)

A total of two hundred and twenty six two year old
trotters have now set records of 1:56 or better and
their families are presented in Table 8.11. It can be
seen that the mainly trotting family of Sally
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Sovereign is the leading source of early speed.

By 1976 ten families had forty or more performers

Here, five of the top families account for around

that had earned in excess of one hundred

half of the total number of performers.

thousand dollars and Table 8.12 ranks the leading
families. Only one is not from the top ten families.

TABLE 8.11 LEADING FAMILIES: 1:56-2YO TROTTERS

Total (226)

Now in 2014, a million dollars is regarded as the

Sally Sovereign

37

bench mark for earnings. Of the four hundred and

U1

Medio

31

fifteen trotters who have achieved this mark just

U2

Minnehaha

18

over three hundred are from American families with

U3

Mambrino Beauty

13

one hundred European and six from New Zealand.

#

#

U5

Earnings

Many of those that have reached this benchmark in

It was not until the Modern Era that the first

Europe are also from American maternal families.

hundred standardbreds exceeded one hundred

Table 8.14 again shows the dominance of the ten

thousand dollars each in earnings. Forty one of

leading American maternal families. Together they

these first hundred were from the leading ten

account for more than half of the millionaire trotters

families. The ranking of the leading six families is

list for North America. The only one missing is Miss

shown in Table 8.12.

Duvall who is yet to claim a millionaire trotter.

TABLE 8.12 LEADING FAMILIES: $100,000 EARNINGS

TABLE 8.14 LEADING FAMILIES: MILLIONAIRE TROTTERS

Totals from first 100

NORTH AMERICA

(415 in June 2014)

#

#

U4

Jessie Pepper

9

U1

Medio

23

U10

Jane Hunt

8

U5

Sally Sovereign

22

U5

Sally Sovereign

5

U3

Mambrino Beauty

20

U9

Midnight

5

U2

Minnehaha

19

U6

Mamie

4

U9

Midnight

14

U17

Abbess

4

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

13

U6

Mamie

10

TABLE 8.13 LEADING FAMILIES: $100,000 EARNINGS

Total (1976)
U4

Jessie Pepper

111

U1

Medio

111

U2

Minnehaha

100

U6

Mamie

77

U3

Mambrino Beauty

71

U5

Sally Sovereign

71

Of the remaining three hundred and eighty one on

U10

Jane Hunt

60

the list, the leading ten families account for forty

U11

Esther

53

percent with all ten families represented. The

U9

Midnight

47

leading six families are ranked in the Table 8.15

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

40

U7

Miss Duvall

38
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The first pacer to earn in excess of one million
dollars was the New Zealander Cardigan Bay and
he has now been joined by a further thirty four
pacers from Australian and New Zealand families.

below.
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TABLE 8.15 LEADING FAMILIES: MILLIONAIRE PACERS

Total of (415 to June 2014)

U1! Medio

#

#

U2

Minnehaha

31

U1

Medio

28

U7

Miss Duvall

28

U4

Jessie Pepper

22

U6

Mamie

15

producers of speed and has the most Triple Crown

U10

Jane Hunt

11

race wins of all maternal families. In addition its

Medio is by almost every measure the greatest
standardbred maternal family. It has the greatest
number of Classic Winners, the largest number of
millionaires, is consistently one of the leading

influence is felt around the world. For example it
has more Prix dʼAmerique winners in Europe than

The Triple Crowns

any European based maternal family.

The ultimate prize in harness racing is to win a

The sire of Medio was an obscure son of Happy

Triple Crown or at least secure a victory in one of

Medium who sired just three Classic Progeny with

the six races that comprise this elite group. Table

two being daughters who founded short families.

8.16 lists the winning performers for each family in

They had only one Classic Winner each. The only

these races.

contribution of Vice Commodore to the pedigree of

TABLE 8.16 LEADING FAMILIES: TRIPLE CROWN LEG
WINNERS TO JUNE 2014

Family

Trot Pace

Medio appears to be that of providing a 4x4 cross
to Mambrino Chief.

Total

In addition to producing the fastest three year old

U1

Medio

30

13

43

U2

Minnehaha

21

18

39

trotter of the year, Kentucky Futurity winner Peter

U6

Mamie

19

7

26

Stirling, Medio had four daughters all by different

U3

Mambrino Beauty

17

5

22

sires. Three of these founded short families with

U8

Lizzie Witherspoon

15

5

20

limited success but the other founded the prolific

U7

Miss Duvall

0

20

20

Miss Bertha Dillon branch, the foundation mare of

U4

Jessie Pepper

10

9

19

Hanover Shoe Farms.

U5

Sally Sovereign

19

0

19

The first obvious fact is that the leading eight
families fill the top eight positions on the table.
Again, the dominance of Medio and Minnehaha is
significant, as are the gait tendencies of the Sally
Sovereign and Miss Duvall clans.
Only seven trotters and nine pacers have achieved
the honour of winning a Triple Crown. Among
these, only two families can claim more than one
winner. Mambrino Beauty has taken two trotting
crowns and Miss Duvall two for pacing. We shall
now turn our attention to the ten families.
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MISS BERTHA DILLON AND FOAL

Although a winner of only two Classic Races, Miss
Bertha Dillon was a world champion at three and
set her mark of T2:02½ at four. At stud she became
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the greatest broodmare of the New Century Era,
producing eleven Classic Progeny with five Classic
Winners. She was the first dam to produce three
two minute trotters and the only broodmare of her
era with six foals in T2:05½ or better.
Her best daughter, Hanovers Bertha, defeated the
colts in both the Hambletonian and the Kentucky
Futurity before grand daughter Shirley Hanover
made it the only occasion that a mother daughter
combination has won the Hambetonian.

1965 TRIPLE CROWN WINNER BRET HANOVER

1930 HAMBLETONIAN WINNER HANOVERS BERTHA

As the tables above show, the Medio family was

1970 HAMBLETONIAN WINNER TIMOTHY T

initially slow in producing two minute speed, but for

While Bret Hanover is the only Triple Crown winner

the last fifty years has consistently held one of the

in the family, they have more leg winners than any

top two positions on all speed lists. The only

other family. The leading Classic Race winners in

exception is the list of 1:50 pacers, where it is

the family are Peace Corps and Bret Hanover with

currently the third leading producer. Cambest, the

thirty five, Victory Tilly with thirty two, Mack Lobell

fastest pacer in history, leads the Medio family

with thirty one and Timothy T with twenty six. These

speedsters with Strong Yankee (T1:50.3) their

one hundred and fifty nine Classic Wins between

fastest trotter.

just six horses is a feat unmatched by any other

The family was the joint leading producer of

maternal family.

hundred thousand dollar earners in 1976 and is
currently the top producer of trotting millionaires
and is second on the pacing list. The wealthiest of
its pacers is Dragon Again, with almost two and a
half million dollars in earnings, while its richest
trotter is Peace Corps with earnings in excess of
four million dollars.

U2! Minnehaha
Netty Clay, the dam of Minnehaha, was foaled
soon after Hambletonian 10 and was inbred 3x2 to
his sire Abdallah. It is interesting to note that the
three un-named dams in her pedigree were sired
by the first three stallions numbered by Wallace in
his register.
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Netty Clayʼs daughter, Minnehaha, was from a

pacing family of Miss Duvall, while they are third on

grandson of Mambrino Chief with no Hambletonian

the 1:53 trotters list.

blood but numerous crosses to Messenger. While
she produced ten Classic Progeny it was two of her
daughters that founded significant branches.

TRIPLE CROWN WINNER BLISSFULL HALL

The family was slow to begin on the hundred
thousand dollar earners list but is now equal fourth
MINNEHAHA

as a source of millionaire trotters and is the leading
producer of millionaire pacers. Blissful Hall is the

The first of these Beautiful Bells is discussed in the
following chapter. The second branch, through her

only Triple Crown winner but the Minnehaha family
is second for trotting leg winners and leader of

fastest daughter Eva, is often referred to as the

pacing leg winners.

Thompson Sisters. Eva produced three daughters

The greatest performers are the pacing colts

by Guy Axworthy with Madam Thompson and Tillie

French Chef, Overtrick and Race Time and the

Thompson, leaving enduring branches.

trotting colts Hoot Mon, Mr Muscleman and Speedy

The strongest line from Tillie Thompson is through

Somolli. Also of note are the extreme speedsters

the great broodmare Spinster. She was 3x3 to
Peter the Great while her dam Minnetonka was 4x4
to George Wilkes with two crosses to Netty Clay.

Bullet Hanover and Jennas Beach Boy.

U3! Mambrino Beauty
While Mambrino Beauty was the first named mare

The second line through Madam Thompson was

in this family, both her dam and grand dam were

also a prolific source of champions. As the

standardbred. Separate branches of the family

preceding tables show, the Minnehaha family is the

were created by two grand daughters, the first a

second most prolific source of Classic Progeny.

minor branch through Mary Burton, after her export

The Minnehaha family was the leading source of

to Italy, and the second through Nervolo Belle.

two minute trotters and pacers on almost every list

Originally scheduled for mating with the Grand

that was published and continued to lead the way

Circuit champion of the day, Jay McGregor, she

when the 1:55 list arrived. They were also among

was instead accidentally mated with Nervolo, a

the best producers of two year old speed at both

grandson of Onward who had won the Tennessee

gaits. On the current 1:50 list the family is in

Pace that year. Except for this one resulting foal,

second position, just behind the almost exclusively
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Nervolo Belle, this sire made little impact upon the

Mambrino Beauty clan claims two, with the first

breed.

ever winner Scott Frost and the most recent in

Nervolo Belle, however, produced eleven Classic

Windsongs Legacy.

Progeny including; one of the three great sires of
the New Century in Peter Volo, the fastest two and
three year old of her year in dual Kentucky Futurity
winner Volga E, and Grand Circuit champion The
Great Volo. Volga E and her full sister, The Great
Miss Morris, each established strong branches that
still survive.

2004 TRIPLE CROWN WINNER WINDSONGS LEGACY

Among the familyʼs star performers, Little Brown
Jug winner Laverne Hanover heads the way with
twenty seven Classic Race wins, followed by Scott
Frost with seventeen, Rosalind and Muscle Hill
both with fourteen, then Donato Hanover and the
NERVOLO BELLE

mare Jefs Spice with thirteen each.

The Mambrino Beauty clan is currently the third

U4! Jessie Pepper

leading family of Classic Winners, although it has

The breeder of Jessie Pepper believed in having a

been more successful with its trotting progeny. It is

strong thoroughbred influence on the maternal side

the fourth largest producer of 1:53 trotters led

of his mares. His most famous broodmare was

equally by Donato Hanover (T1:50.1), who retired

Alma Mater but it was Jessie Pepper that proved to

in 2007 as the highest single season trotting earner

be the greater foundation mare.

of all time, and Muscle Hill (T1:50.1) who retired as
the highest single season harness horse stake
earner in history. The family is also the third highest
producer of millionaire trotters headed by the same
two three year olds.

Used as a road horse until blindness forced her to
the breeding barn, she was never to see any of her
eighteen foals. Her ten colts contributed little to the
breed and five of her fillies failed to extend the
family. Her final foal, Iona, founded a branch that

The pacing progeny are led by Jeremes Jet and

can claim forty three Classic Winners and five in

Primetime Bobcat, with the wealthiest being Four

1:50, but it was the branch through Annabel and

Year old Pacer of the Year, Pacific Rocket, whose

especially her daughter Estabella that ensured her

earnings total over two million dollars.

greatness.

The Mambrino Beauty family is the fourth best

Inbred 2x2 to George Wilkes with a 4x3 cross to

producer of Triple Crown leg winners. Only seven

Mambrino Chief, Estabella proved almost as prolific

trotters have won the Triple Crown and the

in the breeding barn as her grand dam. Her fame
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endured through three grand daughters, known as
the McKinney sisters.
The first of these, Regal McKinney, claimed her
greatest legacy through her grand son Guy Abbey.
In addition to being the sire of Greyhound, he is
considered by many to be the greatest broodmare
sire of the New Century Era. His credits include
Hoot Mon and The Old Maid, who left five siring

HELICOPTER WINS 1953 HAMBELTONIAN

sons. Regal McKinney is also the third dam of
Harness Horse of the Year Pronto Don, winner of
twenty Classic Races.

Other branches, besides the McKinney sisters, left
Hambletonian winners Hickory Smoke, Helicopter
and her daughter Armbro Flight.

Queenly McKinney is best remembered as the dam
of inaugural Hambletonian winner Guy McKinney.
Her descendants have since won fifty five Classic
Races and include the sires Out to Win and Run
the Table.
The final sister, Roya McKinney, was not only the
fastest of the three but the greatest broodmare.
She produced three full siblings that impacted upon
the breed. The first, Highland Scott, was the fastest
three year old trotter of his year but it was his
brother Scotland who left the greatest legacy.
Although only once the leading sire of America,
Scotland was one of the great New Century Era
sires.

The Jessie Pepper family was once the foremost
producer of speed and wealth. Today it is the fourth
leading family in America. Champions continue to
rise from obscure branches.
For example, No Nukes had six successive dams
that had failed to perform, or produce any progeny
of note, before bursting onto the scene with
blistering speed then producing Western Hanover.

U5! Sally Sovereign
Sally Sovereign was a thoroughbred mare that
produced two filly foals to standardbred sires but
only one branch survived through her grand
daughter Maggie H, by which name the family is

The third of the siblings, and most successful track

often known. She founded two branches that

performer, was Rose Scott who won thirty two of

remain active today.

her fifty five races including the Kentucky Futurity
at both two and three years of age. She was the
fastest three year old trotter of her year, a
Transylvania winner and among the elite first
hundred trotters in two minutes. Her descendants
include Silk Stockings, Falcon Seelster and one of
the all-time great broodmare sires in Tar Heel.

The first of these, through The Gaiety Girl, had
early success with Lee Axworthy but since then
most successful progeny have been from mares
exported to Europe. The second branch, through
The Widow, has created three further branches and
become the fifth greatest producer of Classic
Winners in America.
The family did not make its presence felt until the
Modern Era but now ranks second for 1:53 trotters,
led by Deweycheatumnhowe (T1:50.4). It heads
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the 1:56 two year old trotters list with the fastest
being the filly Windsong Soprano.
The family is the second most successful producer
of millionaire trotters, with the wealthiest being
Deweycheatumnhowe. He was the first trotter to
earn more than three million dollars by age three.
He is followed by the Mare Trotter of the Year
Mystical Sunshine with almost two million.
The fastest pacer is the Bettor Sweet (1:47.2) while
the wealthiest is Amity Chief with earnings of just
over one million dollars.
MR MCELWYN

Credit Winner is currently the leading sire of
America for stake earning progeny. Meadow Vance
was leading sire of trotters and pacers in Australia
for a decade.

U6! Mamie
Yet another foundation mare from a thoroughbred
maternal line, Mamie had only six foals of which
DEWEYCHEATUMNHOWE

three were exported to Europe. The best of those
remaining was Rose Leyburn by Onward, a son of

The family has had moderate success in Triple
Crown races winning nineteen races through its
trotters. The first to win a leg was Mr McElwyn who
won the Kentucky Futurity in 1923 while the best
are Deweycheatumnhowe and Self Possessed who
each won two legs. Deweycheatumnhowe and
Dayan are the leading Classic Race winners with
fourteen each.

George Wilkes that went on to become the leading
sire of America six years later. The matron of
Walnut Hall Farm, she became one of the great
broodmares of the Foundation Era with ten
Standard Performers.
Two year old Kentucky Futurity winner Will Leyburn
was the familyʼs only Classic Winner in the
nineteenth century but fortunes changed with the

The family has also produced a number of
successful sires led by the ill fated Lee Axworthy,
Mr McElwyn, Sierra Kosmos and Calumet Chuck
whose son Nibble Hanover won the Messenger
three times when it was an open trot event.
Donerail, Harlan, Horton Hanover, King Conch and
Tamerlane have had moderate siring success.

arrival of Margaret Parrish in 1908.
Inbred 3x2 to world champion two year old Arion,
her pedigree contained a number of other closely
inbred ancestors. Her grand dam Margaret Leyburn
was inbred 2x3 to George Wilkes and was by
Wilton who was inbred 2x2 to Hambletonian 10.
Her sire Vice Commodore had little success, then
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perished as a casualty of war on his way to Russia.

produce both pacers and trotters. It was a close

He boasted the great Nancy Hanks as his grand

second in the production of the first hundred in

dam.

each gait and was still fifth in the production of two

Margaret Parrish herself was one of the first
hundred three year olds to trot in 2:10 and in turn
produced eight Classic Progeny. Of these, Arion

minute performers in 1976. The family now has
nineteen on the 1:50 pacers list and seventeen on
the 1:53 trotters list.

Guy won the Kentucky Futurity and became the

The family was fourth among the first hundred

second colt to trot in under two minutes while two

earners of one hundred thousand dollars and

of her daughters established enduring branches of

currently has twenty five millionaires. The

the family.

wealthiest pacer is Nihilator with Escape the Wind
the wealthiest of the trotters.
There is no shortage of champion performers and
sires in the family of Mamie. While the family has
not claimed a Hambletonian victory for almost sixty
years, it remains the third most successful in
producing winners of Triple Crown races. The
greatest performers are Albatross, Niatross, Henry
T Adios and Valley Victory, all of whom have been
discussed in more detail elsewhere.

MARGARET ARION

The first of these, Hall of Fame Immortal Margaret
Arion, produced fifteen Classic Progeny with six
being Classic Winners. Two won the Kentucky
Futurity, another two the Hambletonian, a fifth won
two Canadian Derbys and a sixth the Transylvania.
She also became only the second mare to produce
three two minute trotters and daughter Princess
Peg founded a branch that culminated in Valley
Victory.
The second of Margaret Parrishʼs daughters,
Margaret Castleton, was the fastest trotter of the
year at three. She produced seven Classic
Progeny but her branch has found most of its
success in Europe.

GALLERIA

Galleria earned female Pacer of the Year awards in
three consecutive years while Hambletonian
winners Peter Astra and Demon Hanover won
fifteen and ten Classic Races respectively.

The family of Mamie is the sixth of the leading
American maternal families and continues to
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U7! Miss Duvall
Miss Duvall was the product of a thoroughbred
dam and non standard son of Mambrino Chief and
left one daughter Grisette to carry the line forward.
Although she contained no Hambletonian 10 blood,
Grisette left a solitary grand daughter, Klata
Thorne, with five strains to Hambletonian 10. She
in turn left two daughters that kept the family going.
The descendants of Klata Thorne have been

ETERNAL CAMNATION-WEALTHIEST IN FAMILY

almost exclusively pacers. By 1976 the family was
twelfth in the production of two minute pacers but
had none in the trotters list. The 1:55 list of pacers
saw the family rise to fourth position and currently it
is the leading producer of 1:52 two year old pacers

The family has two Triple Crown winners in Romeo
Hanover and Rum Customer and a further fourteen
legs have been won to make Miss Duvall the most
successful pacing family in Triple Crown events.

and the leading family in the production of both

The leading performers in terms of Classic Race

1:48 and 1:50 pacers. The fastest is

wins are Eternal Camnation with twenty two,

Captaintreacherous (1:47.1) among eight pacers

Romeo Hanover twenty one, Rum Customer

in the family that have won in 1:48 or better.

sixteen, Life Sign fourteen, Bunny Lake thirteen
plus Art Major with twelve.

CAPTAINTREACHEROUS (1:47.1US)

The same slow start was shown with stake earning

1966 TRIPLE CROWN WINNER ROMEO HANOVER

progeny. Although only eleventh on the list of
hundred thousand dollar winners in 1976, today the
family is third as a producer of millionaire pacers.
The two wealthiest in the family are the mares
Eternal Camnation with almost four million dollars
and Bunny Lake with almost three million and
Captaintreacherous, also with three million.
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U8! Lizzie Witherspoon
While Lizzie Witherspoon was another foundation
mare with a thoroughbred background she left one
daughter by leading sire of the day Red Wilkes,
then a great grand daughter Beautiful Chimes to
carry the line forward. This mare not only had the
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Hambletonian-Mambrino King cross but also an

earner of all time in Gallo Blue Chip, who earned in

infusion of Chimes and Beautiful Bells, the most

excess of four million dollars.

successful speed producing dam of the nineteenth
century.

Triple Crown victories have not come easily either
with only the one to the credit of the family. But he

The family had limited success, with Walter K

was something quite special, a trotter by the name

winning on the Grand Circuit and American Belle

of Nevele Pride.

taking the 1897 Kentucky Futurity. It was, Isotta,
the grand daughter of this mare that founded the
successful branch that bred into the Modern Era.

Nevele Pride had thirty one Classic Race wins, was
voted Harness Horse of the Year at both two and
three and set three world records. Other stars from

Isotta produced twelve Classic Progeny with one

the family include, Gallo Blue Chip with seventeen

being the wealthiest pacer of his year as a five year

Classic Race wins, Kramer Boy with fifteen and

old. Eight daughters and twenty three grand

Kimberly Kid with thirteen.

daughters went on to create enduring branches of
the family into the Modern Era.
The Lizzie Witherspoon family was another to have
slow beginnings but is now sixth as a producer of
1:53 trotters with the fastest being 2011 Kentucky
Futurity winner, Manofmanymissions. The family is
eighth in the production of 1:50 pacers with the
gelding Fireyourguns (1:48.0) being the fastest.

U9! Midnight
One of two foundation mares by Pilot Jr. from a
thoroughbred maternal line, Midnight won fame as
the dam of gelding Jay Eye See, the first horse to
become world champion at both gaits. She also left
five daughters.
While all of them extended her family, only two
branches remain today. The first is from Lady
Kerner though Fan Patch and the second from
Noontide through Emily Ellen.

GALLO BLUE CHIP

As far as earnings are concerned the family is sixth
in the production of Millionaire trotters with the
wealthiest American performer being Crowns
Invitation, with almost two million dollars. While
there are only five pacing millionaires, the family
can boast the second highest American pacing
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EMILY ELLEN

Noontide won nine races before leaving two
daughters that made significant contributions to the
breed. The first of these, Rosie Morn, was bred 3x3
to Hambletonian 10 with three lines of Abdallah and
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an infusion of the best brood mare of her day, Alma

Although not a prolific source of Triple Crown leg

Mater by Mambrino Chief.

winners, Ayres was the third trotter to win the

Her daughter Morning Bells added a further leading
broodmare in Beautiful Bells while her grand
daughter Emily Ellen infused two lines to Green
Mountain Maid. The pedigree of Emily Ellen carried
lines to the seven most outstanding broodmares of

coveted prize. The clan is ranked ninth as a source
of Classic Winners with the most prolific being
world champion Noble Victory with sixteen, Burning
Point and Keystone Patriot with twelve each, and
Ayres eleven.

the Foundation Era.
She raced for one season then became the
foundation mare of Castleton Farm. Her offspring
were quite remarkable. She produced fourteen
foals with all but one becoming Standard
Performers, eight making the 2:10 list and three the
2:05 list.

In addition, four of her sons were

represented as sires of the first twenty two minute
performers. Three of her descendants won the
Hambletonian.
The branch through Fan Patch has not had as

1964 HAMBLETONIAN WINNER AYRES

much success, although it can claim one hundred
and thirty Classic Winners that include Triple
Crown champion Ayres and world champion

U10!Jane Hunt

trotting gelding Lucky Jim. This branch has also

Often referred to as the Kathleen family, which is

had significant success in Europe with over twenty

certainly the strongest branch, the thoroughbred

Classic Winners. The best of these is millionaire

foundation mare Jane Hunt can be traced a further

Coktail Jet, an Elitlopp winner and four time leading

twelve generations back to the seventeenth

sire of France.

century. She had three thoroughbred offspring that

The Midnight family was the sixth best producer of
two minute speed in 1976 and in 2014 ranks eighth
in the production of 1:53 trotters. The fastest trotter
in the family is millionaire Lucky Jim (T1:50.1) while

each made a contribution to the breed. Her son
Tiger sired the foundation mare that became the
fourth dam of Guy Wilkes and two daughters each
founded separate branches.

Kit Lobell was a world champion trotting mare. The

Two branches came from Indiana, her daughter of

family also has twenty one pacers in the 1:50 list

1802. They included leading foundation sires, Palo

with the fastest being Space Shuttle (1:47.4).

Alto, Alcantara and Alcyone and New Century Era

The family is fifth as a source of millionaire trotters

sire Belwin. Both branches are now all but extinct.

led by Fools Gold with earnings exceeding three

The second daughter, Sally Sneed, a foal of 1807

million dollars while the wealthiest pacer, Burning

also founded two branches. One became extinct in

Point, earned just less than three million.
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the late nineteenth century and the other produced

record of Lou Dillon, then lasted a further sixteen

Kathleen some seventy years later.

years.

Kathleen was thoroughbred except for her sire

It is now more than two hundred years since the

Pilot Jr., the only time her dam went to the court of

birth of Jane Hunt, and her family has become the

a non thoroughbred sire. Kathleen was sent to the

tenth most successful producer of Classic Winners.

court of Harold to obtain the same cross as the
reigning world champion Maud S.

They were the leading source of two minute speed
when the first hundred of each gait were being set

Her resulting daughter, Ethelwyn, raced only once

and by 1977 had one hundred two minute

but then produced eleven Standard Performers and

performers of their own, only the fourth maternal

more futurity and stake winners than any other dam

family to achieve this. The family was also the third

to that time. Of these, Impetuous equaled the world

greatest source of 1:55 speed and second among

record for two year old trotters while the dual gaited

the first hundred performers to earn one hundred

Extasy set a world record for two year old pacers

thousand dollars.

that was unbeaten for twenty years.

At the close of June 2014 the family had fifteen
million dollar stake earners, headed by the most
recent star of the family, pacing mare Southwind
Tempo, with $2,396,362 in earnings.
Southwind Tempo was voted Filly Pacer of the Year
at three and Mare Pacer of the Year two years
later. She became a world record holder in the
same year.

ETHELWYN AND FOAL

Extasy was dual gaited, winning the Kentucky
Futurity for pacers at two and for trotters at three.
The two greatest broodmare sires of her time,
Mambrino Patchen and Pilot Jr., supplemented her
3x3 cross to Hambletonian.

SOUTHWIND TEMPO

Nedda, a grand daughter of Extasy, won twenty

The greatest performing progeny of the family are

three of her forty three races and became the

Good Time with twenty two Classic Race wins,

second trotting mare to enter the two minute list.

Southwind Tempo with fourteen and Hall of Fame

Her T1:58¼TT beat the nineteen year old world

mare Handle With Care with seven.
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